
 

Dear friends, 

We have delayed sending this letter out in anticipation of the Prime Minister’s announcement on new 

rules to help the country tackle the upsurge in the number of COVID19 cases. It is the way we have come 

to be as church – putting new things in place as we cautiously step forward, but always wondering whether 

we will have to pull back again. We are thankful that the Prime Minister has not introduced any changes 

that will affect our normal services, although numbers at Weddings are again restricted.  

So we can look forward to two special celebrations in the coming weeks. Firstly there will be a celebration 

of the work of the Community of the Cross of Nails – a special service, details below, will be held in St 

John’s this coming week.  Then we will have a Harvest Festival service in Holy Trinity on the 4th October and 

at St John’s on the 11th. This year’s Harvest Appeal is for the Archer Project and of course there can be no 

procession or bringing gifts up to the altar. Instead we are all asked to leave our gifts at the back of church 

as we come in. The Archer project has asked for donations of the following food items this year: breakfast 

cereals, pot noodles, instant soups, sugar, tea, coffee, plus tinned fruit, meat, fish or vegetables. If you are 

unable to drop goods into church (either at a service or when its open for private prayer) but would 

nonetheless like to donate something to this wonderful local charity, you can send monetary donations to 

our Assistant Treasurer, David Crosby.  

Throughout lockdown we have continued to read the Litany for the Cross of Nails and now we can join in 

with the special service on 27th September 2020; a day when across the world, Community of the Cross of 

Nails (CCN) partners will join in “Community of the Cross of Nails Sunday”.  CCN Sunday is an opportunity for 

all worship communities involved with the CCN to pray together as one body, and a chance for us all to 

reconnect our communities with why the CCN matters, why Coventry still inspires, and where the parallels 

with our own stories lie. For our Parish of Abbeydale and Millhouses, this means that we continue to seek 

to fulfil the aims of the CCN in our context – to heal the wounds of history; to live with difference and 

celebrate diversity; to build a culture of peace. 

Each year, partners from a different country lead the service. This year’s service has been planned jointly 

by Coventry Cathedral in the 80th anniversary year of the Cathedral’s bombing and the UK and Ireland CCN 

board. Due to the global pandemic in 2020 and its ongoing impact on worship, a half-hour video has also 

been produced. This rich and inspiring video contains input from UK CCN members, including Guys and St. 

Thomas’s NHS Trust Chaplaincy, Coventry primary and secondary schools, a homily by the Dean of 

Coventry, and prayers led jointly by Rev’d Angie Lauener of our parish and Rev’d Mary Taylor from Flodden 

peace garden in Scotland. Angie’s prayers were filmed in our parish at an iconic backdrop in Abbeydale – 

see if you can spot it! A link to this video will be available on our parish website and Facebook page from 

Sunday 27 September.  

In other news you will have heard that Gerrie will shortly be moving away from our Parish. Gerrie’s last 

services in the parish will be on Sunday 11th October at St Johns and on Sunday 18th October at Holy Trinity. 

Holding you all in prayer in these constantly changing times 

Peter, Angie, Ian and Gerrie. 



 


